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Executivesummary
KEY PARTNERS

� Farmer Organizations

� Private actors

� National and local

governments of

Nicaragua, Honduras

and Guatemala

� Export Agencies

� Knowledge institutes

and Universities

� Finance Institutions

� (I)NGOs, development

actors 

� Veco Network

� Learning initiatives

and platforms

Expenditure 2017-2021: 8.616728 euro

� Salaries of staff :919,122 euro)

� Functioning costs to implement activities such as foro,

publications, travels, 736,285 euro

� Support to partners for sectoral change: 2.890986 euro

� Support to partners at the level of the pilots (Farmer

cooperatives): 3.358127 euro

� Overhead:712.208 euro

Revenue-Income  2017-2021: 8.616728 euro

� Subsidies from DGD (Belgian Public Funding):4.131389 euro

� Other Public Funding 1.560532 euro

� Earned Revenue as an implementer 305483euro

� Earned Revenue fundraising events :50.000 euro

� Donations from Philantropic Foundations and Individuals:

2.569324 euro

CUSTOMERS:

� Media

� CIAT, FAO, Heiffer,

CRS (VECO in the role

of implementer)

� Ford Foundation,

Cosude, DGD, Kenoli,

Zuiddag,Progreso,

(donors)

VALUE PROPOSITION

� Our brand:

� Mission: support

smallholder farmers so

they can contribute to

feed the world in a

sustainable way while

working their way out

of poverty

� Contribute to

sustainable sector

transformation in

cacao, coffee and

vegetables in Central

America. 
� USP: pilot and sector

change interventions;
innovative, power,
agility, focus on
sustainability

KEY ACTIVITIES
� Strategic alliances with

NGOs and knowledge
Insititutes

� Develop inclusive
business models

� Support sector change
� Facilitate MSP
� Communicate
� Measure impact
� Learn
� Lobby 
� Train our staff and

beneficiaries
� Grow our network
� Test and adopt new

tools or approaches 

RELATIONSHIPS
� Co-creation with

beneficiaries and
donors

� conversations,
meetings, workshops

� written reports,phone
calls, efforts to  
co-create our
programs with our
donors. 

KEY RESOURCES

� Staff

� Office and

communication

infrastructure 

� Database

� Brand

CHANNELS or
PROGRAM DELIVERY
METHODS
� Boletin and e blast
� Publicity 
� Media presence
� Online presence
� M&E system 
� Publications
� Via direct

beneficiarries (FO) 
or strategic partners
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To feed everyone by 2050 we will have to

double our food production, producing

more food in the next 40 years than in the

whole of the last 6000 years. We have

created a food production and trading

system that is inherently unsustainable.

Most of smallholder farmers around the

world live in poverty. The agricultural

sector is the second biggest emitter of

greenhouse gases (GHG) after energy. At

VECO Mesoamérica further called 

VECO MA* we believe that the food
system needs to be changed radically,
into a system that enables
producers/family farmers to live
decently from their job, that provides
consumers with healthy and
sustainable food and the world with
less pollution and unsustainable
practices. 

For this to become true, a systemic
change is needed in the agricultural

sector. We see many actors working

towards this change, from big companies

putting sustainability and the wellbeing of

farmers at the core of their business

practice, through local food market

initiatives by citizens to governments

putting in place legislation to make

sustainable food chains the norm. But

there is still a long way to go. 

VECO MA, believes it can contribute to

this (R)evolution towards a more

sustainable and resilient food system from

its day to day interaction with farmers,

governments and private sector actors in

Central America. The overall objective of

our program is to contribute to the

transformation of the vegetables, cacao

and coffee sectors in Central America into

truly sustainable sectors. A sustainable
sector is one that pays good prices to its
farmers, where companies invest in
long term and fair relationships with
their suppliers , where the interaction
of markets and government regulation
ensure that good behaviour is
rewarded and bad (unsustainable)
behaviour is penalized and where
production is in harmony with nature. 

This will not be a journey of quick wins nor

of easy solutions but it is an exciting

journey, fascinating and real because the

change is already happening.

VECO MA, believes it

can contribute to this

(R)evolution towards

a more sustainable

and resilient food

system from its day

to day interaction

with farmers,

governments and

private sector actors

in Central America.

The

challenge 1

* By clicking 
on the blue words 
a hyperlink 
will open

https://mesoamerica.veco-ngo.org/es
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VECO is active in Nicaragua since the 

80-ies and has had offices in Costa Rica,

Nicaragua and Honduras. VECO MA

started its programs with a broad and

holistic scope (programs supporting

community building and agriculture) and

in 2008 it switched to a focused program

to support smallholders and sustainable

agriculture through value chain

interventions. The aim of the value chain

approach was to increase income of family

farmers, to improve relationships between

chain actors, to create win- win situations

and to enhance the competitiveness and

sustainability of the chain . 

The program evaluation of 2013 revealed

that incomes of family farmers had

increased significantly (in some pilot

chains) and that farmer organisations

became more visible (empowered). We

also realized that working with value

chains it was difficult to scale up. 

In 2014 VECO MA launched the

“Inclusive Modern Markets” Program,

focusing on 2 main sectors: cacao and

vegetables in Honduras and Nicaragua.

With this program we aim to contribute to

sustainable and inclusive sourcing from

smallholders by formal markets in order

to meet a growing population and reduce

pressure on our planet. 

Where 
we come from 

and where
we go to?
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Two main strategies have been implemented: 

For both sectors we have defined Structuctural Change Agendas

(SCAs)to which we want to contribute: 

We have set up innovative pilot chains to experiment, learn and provide

evidences for advocacy and lobby at SCA level. We are working with

supermarkets La Colonia and Walmart and with chocolate companies

like Ritter Sport, Chocolats Halba and Ingemann

Private sector enterprises
develop more sustainable sourcing policies and practices

Smallholders and their organizations
improve their organisational 
and business capacities

that promotes competitiveness,
sustainability and inclusion

An “enabling environment”

1

2

http://corporate.walmart.com/our-story/locations/nicaragua#/nicaragua
http://www.ritter-sport.de/en/index.html
http://chocolatshalba.ch/en/home.html
http://ingemann.com.ni/
http://www.lacolonia.com.ni//
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Some very concrete results so far: 

� We have designed and implemented more inclusive business models, with
the participation of all stakeholders, based on the Link methodology. 
This enables chain actors to understand the problems from the other
perspective resulting in a more efficient, inclusive and competitive chain. 

� We start seeing the first effects of our scaled up agenda: we raised interest
of other cacao companies with whom we were not collaborating, initially
such as Ingemann and other supermarkets such as La Antorcha. 

� VECO MA is part of and one of the promoters of the value chain
committees of cacao and vegetables in Honduras. In these multi-
stakeholder platforms agreements are reached that aim at strengthening
the competitivity and sustainability of the sector. 

� VECO MA is focussing a lot on young farmers, they are crucial in order to
guarantee sustainability of the farming business. The best way to motivate
young people is to ensure that farming is “good business”. We have
successfully integrated a group of young people in our work with
ASOFAIL. Not only are the youngsters producing, processing and selling
vegetables to the supermarkets in Honduras, they are also taking up
important roles in the cooperative. We are currently also launching a 3
year project for young cacao farmers in Nicaragua. 

� At the level of our pilots, farmers increased there incomes and wellbeing.

"My life has changed a lot since I belong to
the cooperative COPRAHOR. Neither bicycle
I had before, now I have 3 motorcycles. I've
improved my house, I plastered, I made an
annex. My 2 kids take their daily money to
school to buy something to eat and drink on
their break time. They go to class with good
shoes... "

William Rayo
Partner of COPRAHOR

Sébaco-Matagalpa-Nicaragua

http://ingemann.com.ni/
http://www.superantorcha.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2V8P2pJm08
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In October 2015 New Foresight screened our Program and came to

following conclusions and recommendations: 

A value chain approach is strongly buyer driven. Focus lies on quality and quantity

on the supply side, and connecting this to the demand side in a responsible way

that empowers the suppliers. This approach does not change sector conditions,

and therefore islands of sustainability are often the result. Certain farmers book

successes, but the overall sector is still in poor state. Unfortunately the value chain

approach fails to link all relevant stakeholders to come to a holistic sector

sustainability approach.

Based on our experience over the past years, the results we´ve got till now, a better understanding of

the agricultural sectors, the context at national and regional level and the assessment of New

Foresight, we have decided to focus our next program much more on sustainable sector

transformation. The process of sustainable sector transformation is described very well by

Lucas Simons in his book “Changing the Food Game”. Simons claims that sustainable market

transformations follows a series of four distinct stages. Each stage requires other actions to initiate,

accelerate and drive systemic change. Each of the four phases is characterized by the adoption of

progressively effective sustainability practices. As the sector advances along the S-curve, sustainability

increasingly matures and enters the mainstream market

Focus of our new program

[ ]
The entire regional staff understands the TOC and believes in it. This results in a

strong focus on private sector companies. 

Successes of the Program: Put inclusive business on the national agenda in

Nicaragua; engage in constructive conversations with Ritter Sport.

A lesson learned in Mesoamerica that can benefit other VECOs is that having a

certain value chain expert with a strong network in the sector is a great plus when

you are looking for impact in that sector. 

www.newforesight.com
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In the inception phase, there is no comprehensive approach to

sustainability within the market. Market demand for sustainable products

remains niche. NGOs and other stakeholders set up their projects pushing

for sustainability in isolation.

1. Inception
%

 s
ec

to
r s

us
ta

in
ab

le
2. First movers 3. Critical mass 3. Institutionalization

1

Inclusive and structural change takes place in the critical mass phase.

Stakeholders work together to tackle obstacles that inhibit sustainability.

Governments institutionalize the agenda and expand the drivers of change.3

Market demand leads to the emergence of more organized and visible

sustainability initiatives in the first movers phase. Broader interventions

involving multiple stakeholders are created. Competition between initiatives

leads to innovation in business models, but also to inefficiencies and

duplication of efforts.

2

In the final phase, the institutionalization phase, the sector has

effectively put an end to practices that are environmentally damaging or

socially undesirable. In this phase sustainability becomes mainstream and

institutionalized. 

4

Source: New Foresight
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1. VECO MA has a unique double

focus: we focus on reaching structural

changes or sector transformation and

at the same time we are implementing

pilots with farmer organisations on the

ground. Working at both levels gives us

the possibility to look for real world

solutions (rubber boots in the field)

and gives us a lot of credibility (much

more than an NGO solely focussing on

advocacy for instance). 

2. We are a small organisation but

believe that this is an asset. We do not

have the ambition to become a big

executer. We are agile and strive

towards zero bureaucracy. We are

very flexible in adapting to new

evolutions and trends and quick to

seize opportunities and take

decisions. The network organisation

will enhance our agility. 

3. We are often described by external

people as innovative: we were early

adopters of the value chain

methodology, multi-stakeholder plat-

forms (MSPs) we are currently known

for implementing innovative

methodologies such as Link,

Sensemaker,... and hopefully we can

become precursors in sector

transformation. Internally we try to

apply innovative management practices

(non hierarchical, TEAL wise)

4. VECO MA has a lot of expertise in

cacao and is recognized for this. ICCO

recognized Nicaragua as a producer of

100% fine flavour cacao. A colleague

of VECO MA defended the proposal,

on behalf of the government in

September 2015 in London. VECO MA

is recognized as an expert on inclusive

business: we recently organized a

Forum on Inclusive Business

with over 150 participants during Expo

APEN (Association of Producers and

Exporters of Nicaragua). 

5. VECO MA is a convener: In both

countries, we succeed in bringing

various stakeholders together (from

private sector, government, producer

organisations, services providers

other NGOs,…) in platforms, future

visioning exercises or exercises to

validate the theory of change of the

sector. We build sustainable

relationships with this variety of

stakeholders. 

6. VECO MA is locally embedded yet

part of a global network organisation.

This enables us to develop glocal

(global + local) solutions. 

7. VECO MA chooses clearly and

explicitly for sustainability at all levels

in our interventions in our work-

environment and in our relationships.

Our unique

selling proposition

15

3

http://apen.org.ni/
http://www.icco.org/
https://mesoamerica.veco-ngo.org/es/noticias/nueva-oportunidad-y-nuevo-reto-para-el-cacao-nicaraguense
http://www.reinventingorganizations.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=427fIS7btJk
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For our new program we will build on our strengths but innovate where we

can do better. We will continue to work in Nicaragua and Honduras in

cacao and vegetables but we want to broaden our scope to the region, with

eventually also an office in Guatemala (which we foresee to be operational

by 2019). Guatemala is the reference country in the region for vegetable

production because of its high yields and its experience with greenhouses.

It makes more sense to work towards sector transformation from a regional

perspective.

Yet currently only very few actors are truly working from a regional

perspective, so much remains to be done at this level and VECO MA can

have an added value. 

From a fundraising and networking perspective it also makes sense to

broaden our scope, geographically and in terms of crops (enables us to work

on more global projects with other VECOs around the world).

Coffee, cacao and vegetables in Nicaragua,
Honduras and Guatemala

Our new  
Program

4
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coffee
Cacao and coffee are closely linked: due to climate

change it will become harder and harder to cultivate

coffee below 1000 m above sea level. Cacao can be a

viable alternative for coffee farmers working at this

altitude. Both coffee and cacao are crops of strategic

importance in the region (prioritized by governments,

chains with a big contribution to income/foreign

devices in the region, crop in hands of smallholders

and thus a potential to eradicate poverty). It are

environmentally friendly crops, cultivated mostly in

agro-forestry systems in the region that have the

potential to contribute to reforestation and food

security (cultivated in conbination with food crops. 

We also want to
enter into a new crop: 
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As VECO MA, we see our added value at two levels: at

national/regional level by taking up the role of a facilitator

in multistakeholders platforms (MSPs) and convener for a

sustainable sector transformation and at pilot chain level,

facilitating more inclusive and sustainable business models

between private companies and small farmer

organisations.

We will keep working on vegetables, given our experience

and expertise in these crops. Vegetables are of strategic

importance to provide cities/people with healthy and

nutritious food in the future. And  the crop has an

enormous potential for increasing incomes of smallholders

in a short timespan, hence it is very attractive for young

farmers. As of 2017, we will include informal markets

in our program. This is due to the fact that, although we

have some promising results, the potential for scaling up

in formal markets is limited:

� Less than 30% of fresh fruits and vegetables is
commercialized via formal channels (mainly
supermarket chains) and the demand is not enough to
absorb the whole production from small farmers (for
example: in Nicaragua 30 farmers from one cooperative
can provide 50% of the national demand of Walmart for
lettuce). 

� It is difficult to work on making the sector more
environmentally sustainable due to low formal market
demand for sustainable vegetables, and early stage of
sector development. 

On the next pages we present for each sector

our end game (what change do we want to

contribute to) and the principal characteristics

and challenges of these sectors in Central

America. Based on this analysis we present

you in section 5 with our interventions. 



Nicaragua

tons 
produced/year

kg/ha yield

tons 
produced/year

kg/ha yield

hectares
cultivated

tons 
produced/year

kg/ha yield

9.326

Honduras
2.500

Guatemala
3.000

500
152

302

14.000 

4.369 
449
203

3.300
323

hectares
cultivated

cacao producers

cacao producers

cacao producers

hectares
cultivated
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In 2021 we want to see Central America

recognized as a center of production of fine

and flavor cacao. Nicaragua, Honduras,

Guatemala and El Salvador have increased their

production and the quality of the processing. 

� Farmers continue to produce in a sustainable
way (agro-forestry) and the cacao business is
seen as a profitable business for all chain
actors. Young people want to become cacao
farmers because it is good living and they love
chocolate. 

� Companies such as Ritter Sport and Chocolats
Halba (early adopters in the region) are
joined by companies such as Ingemann and
Sogimex in their conviction that the future
of their business in the region depends upon
the future of the cacao farmers. Hence they
are willing to invest in long term relationships
with their suppliers. 

� The cacao value chain in the region is more
sustainable and more inclusive (for women,
youngsters and smallholders). 

Facts
andfigures

Impact wished for in 2021

in Central America

Cacao sector

http://sogimex.metrored.hn/


21� Mainly in the hands of
smallholder farmers 
who cultivate cacao under
agro-forestry systems.

� Most cacao is sold in the
region (to El Salvador and
Guatemala) by
intermediaries, a
considerable part is also
exported. The chain is
complex and disorganized
with a large number of
intermediaries.

� From a global perspective
cacao production in the
region is small but for fine
flavour cacao the region is
important.

Value chain 
characteristics

� Environmental friendly
way of cultivating under
agro-forestry systems. Cacao
combats deforestation and
climate change. 

� Social: farmers are poor,
illiterate and ageing; access
to land limits profitability
because  a farmer needs 3,5
ha to make a decent living
out of cacao and 5 ha to live
well, most farmers have less
land available. Child labour
is not an issue in Central
America. 

� Economic: volatile prices;
but possibility to get
premium for well fermented
cacao in fine cacao markets
(prices paid up to
4000$/ton, this is well
above NY stock exchange). 

Main sustainability 
issues

� Multi-actor platforms
and initiatives: In
Honduras the sector platform
is operational. In Nicaragua,
the platform existed till 2011
and we are working with
others on the establishment
of a new platform.

� Sector with a lot of interest
in sustainability due to the
high demand and relatively
low availability of good
quality cacao (all private
sector actors want to buy
more cacao from the region).

� Quality (especially of
fermentation during
processing) and productivity
are big challenges in the
region. 

� Recognition of cacao fino
(September 2015):
Nicaragua:100% ; Honduras
and Guatemala: 50%.

� There are several
sustainability initiatives in
the market (by first movers).
This leads to innovation in
business models.

� Cacao boom in the region:
countries are doubling
hectares and increasing
productivity.

Sector facts



Nicaragua

kg/ha yield

kg/ha yield

kg/ha yield

48.000

Honduras

Guatemala
120.000
365.600
994

126.150

280.000
1.300

779
hectares
cultivated

hectares
cultivated

110.000

hectares
cultivated

co!ee producers

co!ee producers

co!ee producers

In 2021 we see resilient coffee farmers who are

successfully adapting to climate change and to

the constantly changing needs of the industry. 

� Coffee farmers have reached a significant
increase in productivity through climate
smart agricultural practices, they have
increased their income, they have access to
finance and their children go to school and
some of them want to work in the coffee
(farming)business. In the industry
sustainable coffee is the norm, in Europe but
also in Central America itself. 

� Coffee from Central America gets recognition
from niche markets for its superiour quality
and exquisite taste, paid for by consumers
who care about who produced their cup of
morning comfort. 

Facts
andfigures

Impact wished for in 2021

in Central America

Coffee sector

22
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� Production of coffee is in
hands of smallholder
farmers. 

� Coffee farmers are better
organized than cacao
farmers, often till 2nd and
3rd level. It is a large a
complex chain. Most of the
coffee in the region is
exported. 

� Coffee provides a lot of
work: for instance in
Honduras the sector
employs 1 million
people/year. 

� The main markets for
Central American coffee are
the EU, Northern America
and Asia. 

� Important constraints of the
chain include lack of critical
resources such as land,
technology, credits and
loans, weak infrastructure
and low yields, aggravated
since 2012 by diseases such
as coffee rust. 

Value chain 
characteristics

� More than half of the coffee
farmers in Central America
are smallholders and they
depend on the crop for their
livelihood, mostly for cash.

� Coffee is the most widely
traded commodity
worldwide after petroleum. 

� Central America producers
an estimated 8,5% of the
world's coffee. 

� Honduras and Guatemala
are in the top ten of
producing countries.

�Environmental:More than
90% f the coffee cultivation in
the region is shadow coffee,
which can be integrated in
agroforestry systems
contributing to economic and
environmental sustainability.
The harvest went down 17% in
Honduras, 18% in Guatemala
and 40% in Nicaragua,
compared to the previous
year, due to the coffee rust
disease. 

�Social: Despite the high
revenues in the sector as such
and the fact that the sector is
one of the biggest employers
in the region, farmers suffer
from high levels of poverty
and illiteracy; farmers do not
have access to finance and
there are enormous challenges
to get the younger generation
of farmers interested in coffee. 

�Economic: Volatile prices;
very dependent on world
market.

Sector facts

Sustainability 
issues



Nicaragua
15.000

Honduras
15.000

Guatemala
125.000
55.000

vegetable produc

6.900

hectares
cultivated5.000

hectares
cultivated

hectares
cultivated

vegetable producers

vegetable producers
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In 2021 the issue of healthy vegetables is on the

public agenda. In Tegucigalpa (Honduras) and

Matagalpa/ Jinotega (Nicaragua)  successful

food labs have been established: consumers can

access healthy and fresh vegetables in

supermarkets and in local markets. 

(In)formal markets remunerate producers for

healthy and fresh vegetables, incentivizing

farmers to produce in a more sustainable way.

Consumers and buyers know where their

vegetables come from and are prepared to pay

fair prices to producers, of whom many are

young people entering in horticulture.  

Since we talk about a basket of

different vegetables, we do not

mention volumes nor yields. 

Facts
andfigures

Impact wished for in 2021

in Central America

Vegetable sector

https://hivos.org/activity/food-and-energy-change-labs


� The vegetable sector contains
more than one value chain.
In some countries every crop
gets specific attention and
governments tend to
prioritize more important
ones (typically potatoes and
onions). 

� Vegetable producers are
usually unorganized, which
affects their market linkages
and negotiation power. 

� In Guatemala most of the
vegetable production is for
export; whereas in Nicaragua
and Honduras, vegetables
are consumed nationally.

� Side selling is quite
common. 

� It’s a risky chain (plagues,
diseases, volatile markets
and prices).

Value chain 
characteristics �Environmental: high use

of pesticides and fertilizers. 

�Economic: The informal
market is very volatile, the
formal market is more
stable in terms of prices and
quantity. Low access of
farmers to formal markets.
The informal markets are
key in buying “second”
grade products. Hence can
be part of the diversification
strategy benefiting
smallholders.

�Social: Vegetables are a
high value crop, so have the
potential to generate a good
revenue for the farmer.
However most vegetable
farmers today remain poor,
because they lack access to
critical inputs, the
commercial relationships
are weak (especially in the
informal market). 

Sustainability 
issues� 70% is sold in the informal

market on spot markets:
immediate pay, less quality
required.

� 20-30% is sold in the formal
market: high demands in
terms of quality and
constant quantity; tendency
towards application of good
agricultural practices; long
payment terms (8 to 30
days); usually no contracts.

� 50% of the vegetables are
produced by small farmers,
who cultivate on less than
one hectare and often even
on less than one acre.

� Horticulture creates more
jobs and produces higher
incomes than other crops,
but it also demands more
investment in technology
and infrastructure, a more
careful pre- and post-
harvest handling and more
funding and knowledge.

Sector facts

25
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On the next page, we describe how we think to

contribute to sector change via core activities,

supporting activities and a focus on two

transversal themes.

How will 

we contribute
to sector
change? 

27

Source: New Foresight

� Platform for sector dialogue, aligment
and coordination

� Shared vision and interest: FQ and SQ
� Joint strategy towards vision
� Alignment of investments, technology

packages and farmer support measures
� Monitoring, assurance and learning

� Regulation and governance of market
� Support mechanisms by the government

� Effective producer organization 
for the service

� Effective producer organization 
for the product market

� Market aligmment and disciline
� Good buying practices
� Product traceability

� Technical assistance
� Input provision
� Financing

Sector alignment
& accounability

Strengthening 
of demand

Organization 
of the production base

Public sector 
governance

1 2 4

3
Organization 
of the services sector5

5
We start from the assumption that the sectors of vegetables , cacao

and coffee will need to change towards more sustainability and and

that we - as VECO MA- can play a  positive role in this change process.

Changing these sectors is a complex issue and there is no checklist or

proven method available on how to do this . But there are several steps

or building blocks that can help to trigger and manage the change.
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We place 2 transversal themes at the core of

all our interventions and strategic decisions:

1. Ensure resilience, mitigation and

adaptation to climate change 

Climate change is expected to reduce yields,

disrupt production and make certain regions

unfarmable. Agricultural productivity

depends more than other sectors on climate-

related factors such as temperature, rainfall

and extreme weather events. Climate change

will have an enormous impact on farmers,

companies and society. Any program or

intervention aiming to support

agriculture should place climate

change resilience at the core of its

interventions. Farmers should mitigate

and adapt to climate change, which can be

done through more agroecological practices.

But companies should also act. KPMG

estimates that the entire profit of food

producers is at risk if the industry does not

take steps to mitigate climate change. 

2. Ensure participation and equal

chances to youth  and women in

value chains and sector development

Farmers are ageing...the average age of a

farmer worldwide is 60 years. If farming is to

have a future it needs to attract young people.

Moreover the agricultural sector offers huge

potential for job and income creation.

Research shows that, with respect to value

chains, paying attention to gender issues can

increase production and productivity and

speed up the adoption of innovations. 

If successful, including women and youth, it

results in less migration to the cities and

other countries, less “pandillas”, fewer early

pregnancies and a raise in household income,

ensuring significant improvements in child

health, nutrition and education levels. 

Veco Andino is focussing very much on youth

involvement. They want to be a direct

provider of methodologies on how to form

young leaders in inclusive food chains. We

will apply their lessons learned and expertise

to strengthen our work with youngsters.

Transversal themes
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1. We take up the role of a facilitator in multi-actor

platforms (private sector, government, farmer

organisations and support institutions such as NGOs,

knowledge institutes, agencies,...). Overcoming complexity

is first and foremost overcoming fragmentation and

isolation in the system.  Future proof solutions are

conceived by a multitude of actors.  in our previous

program we have build up a lot of expertise  in convening

different stakeholders in platforms.  As of 2016 we will

start executing a program in cacao aimed exactly at

bringing different actors together to construct a common

vision on the cacao sector at regional level. in vegetables

and cacao we are already actively involved in national

sector platforms.  

2. As an implementer, we support and coach farmer

organizations at different levels:

� To strengthen their business skills.

� To strengthen their organizational skills.

� To take up their role of change agents for a more
inclusive, competitive sector based on family farming
(lobby/advocacy).

� To participate fully in sector platforms (smallholders
are often in a weaker or less powerful position than
other chain actors and might need some extra
support to avoid power imbalances).

Core activities
We live in a time

where the

boundaries between

the public, private,

and civil silos are

blurring and

breaking down. 

If we are going to

find solutions

to poverty and

injustice, it is

going to be in that

blurred space, not in

the silo space.

Neil KeNy-Guyer
CEO of Mercy Corps
From: The MSP Guide, 
Wageningen UR

“
“
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3. We work with the buyers/private actors to develop

more inclusive business practices via innovative

methodologies such as the Link methodology. We work

also with companies to develop strategies to mitigate

climate change. The biggest potential to reduce

emissions of the chain is at the level of the farmers. As

explained above companies have an interest in reducing

emissions at that level too.

4. We work with governments at national and regional

level so they can take up their role as a facilitator and

regulator where the market fails or is incapable to act. In

Honduras we are already collaborating with the

government to organise the chain committees (sector

platform).

5. We link farmers to service providers: services such as

extension, inputs and finance are not always readily

available in Central America. We link farmers to service

providers or collaborate with private sector and/or

government to provide certain services when they are not

present in the market.
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In order to be able to develop our core activities or to ensure

they contribute to the desired result /impact, we develop

some key supporting activities: 

1. Pro actively  communicate about successes to

(potential) donors and sector players via newsletters, 

e-blast, online communication channels such as twitter,

facebook, our internet page, etc... Good communication is

a condition sine qua non for the change strategy to work. 

2. Grow our network: change is made by people. It is

very important to identify “change agents” in all sectors

and build up long term relations of trust. In cacao and

vegetables we have a big network already. 

3. Stimulate learning: VECO is a learning organisations.

We learn, internally and externally and “celebrate”

failures. We stimulate knowledge management initiatives

and adopt an problem driven iterative adaptation

approach to development. We are an active member of the

national and regional learning alliances, where a

consortium of NGOs and Research Centers learns

together in order to improve impact.

4. We learn about, test and adopt new and innovative

methodologies and approaches to development: we are

recognized for our expertise in Link, Scope Insight,

Sensemaker, TOC, sector transformation, gender-

sensitive chain analysis, etc.

In the following sections we show what this means in

practice. 

Supporting activities

http://oxfamblogs.org/fp2p/the-limits-of-institutional-reform-in-development-a-big-new-book-by-matt-andrews/
http://www.alianzasdeaprendizaje.org/portal/
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For cacao, we are already working in close collaboration with Ritter Sport and

Chocolats Halba (Coop in Switzerland). We are already supporting (financial

support and coaching) the neutral facilitation of a cacao sector platform in

Honduras and Nicaragua.

Apart form the core and supporting activities already mentioned,

between 2017-2021, we will further invest in:

� Bringing all chain actors together in a multi-stakeholder setting in order to define
common vision and action points: through the  platforms in Nicaragua,
Guatemala, El Salvador (just in Cacao) and Honduras producers, private actors,
service providers and support organizations create a joint analysis and align their
interventions towards a more sustainable and inclusive cacao or coffee sector.

� Joint visioning exercises at regional level, based on the national platforms (we
will already undertake some activities at regional level for cacao in 2016)

� Development and systematization of inclusive and sustainable business models,
including strategies for upscaling.

� Invest in knowledge management and learning iniciatives for the sector at the
level of Centro-America

� Link in with the SAFE platform at regional level.
� Engage with national/regional governments on their strategies to increase

sustainability and competitiveness  of the sector, including the strategy with
regard to fine cocoa and speciality coffees in niche markets in EU, USA and Asia.

Cacao & coffee

http://www.quantumsecure.com/safe-products/interoperability-and-automation/safe-platform-orchestration-integration/
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For vegetables we are already working with Walmart and La Colonia. We are also

supporting MSP:  the national committee of the vegetable chain in Honduras and

the sectorial commission on vegetables in Nicaragua. As stated above, there is a

clear tendency to use more agrochemicals in order to be able to respond to the

market demands in terms of quality and quantity. The production  of vegetables in

Nicaragua , Honduras and Guatemala  takes place close to the cities and often also

near critical natural resource-areas. The issue of environmental sustainability is a

very big bottleneck for the sustainable transformation of the  vegetable sector.

Therefore (environmental) sustainability will be a central point of attention in our

interventions. 

Apart form the core and supporting activities already mentioned, we

will further invest in: 

� Setting up spaces for learning and experimentation  to support innovative,
inclusive and green solutions to bring healthy and fresh vegetables from the farms
to the city. In collaboration with HIVOS and IIED, NGOs, local authorities and
supermarkets, we will collaborate in the food labs  program. Veco Andino is part
of the Food Smart Cities Network (in collaboration with VECO Belgium) and
will invite VECO MA as a learning partner in this network. 

� Develop a landscape approach: in Nicaragua the main vegetable production
center lies around Lake of Apanas  and the Rio Grande River, important water
sources for the country. In Honduras an important number of small farmers own
fields  in the mountains around Tegucigalpa, also the main source of water for 1.8
million people.

� Put environmental sustainability and climate resilience as well as scaling
up of inclusive business models on the agenda of (in)formal market players and
the government (national and local level).

� Development and systematization of inclusive and sustainable business
models in the (in)formal sector by setting up pilots with formal/informal actors
in order to improve efficiency, sustainability and competitiveness  of the chain.

� Link farmers to service providers (technical assistance, input provision,
financing).

Vegetables

http://www.foodpolicymilano.org/en/food-smart-cities-for-development-2/
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At veco MA we are firm believers of co-creation and collective impact: we

believe that it is possible to create the right circumstances and conditions

so that individual actors with sometimes opposing short-term self-interests,

are willing and able to work together to find shared solutions to shared

problems. collaboration is part of our DnA, also with unusual suspects. The

overview of partners on the next pages is necesarily simplified. A closer look

at each partner reveals a more complex interaction than what can be

described here.  in our theory of change we make an analysis of  all actors

(based on their interest in the change and their power to change the status

quo) and decide how to  collaborate.  

We will not walk alone:

our partnerships 35

If you want to go fast, 

go alone. 

If you want to go far, 

go together. 

AfricAn proverb

“ “
6

https://mesoamerica.veco-ngo.org/es/noticias/teoria-de-cambio-en-cacao-en-nicaragua
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Farmer organizations: we will continue to work with first level cooperatives for

our pilots/concrete chain interventions and with 2nd level farmer organizations to

work towards sector change. Farmer organisations are direct partners who receive

the bulk of our funding.

Private actors: we collaborate with the most innovative, important or willing

actors for each crop. We use “good practices” and gentle public pressure (through

foro, bilateral meetings,  media work, ...) to get the companies on board. A few of

the companies we will work with in our next program:Ritter Sport, Chocolats Halba,

Ingemann, Walmart (Centroamérica), La Colonia(Honduras and Nicaragua), La

Antorcha, La Torre. For vegetables, informal market agents will become important

partners. Private actors do not receive funding,however we stimulate them to co-

invest in the FO.  

Government: governments are crucial to facilitate and to put the rules of the

game. We work at the level of the central and municipal government. We have good

working relations with the government of Honduras. In Nicaragua it is more

challenging, due to the government´s policy of centralisation. In Guatemala we

have had first contacts with the Ministry of Economics but need to deepen our

relationship. Governments are a strategic partner, they do not receive funding.

Export Agencies: are key actors  especially for cacao and coffee because  they

promote the products in international markets and attract direct foreign

investments for the sectors (PRONICARAGUA, AGEXPORT, FIDE, Asociación de

Exportadores de Café in Honduras, PROCAFE, and APEN). They can receive

funding. 

Knowlegde Institutes and Universities: are co-implementers. They create

knowledge and tools that we can use in our practice. We collaborate with a.o. CIAT,

FHIA,CATIE, IHCAFE,... We collaborate with universities (Zamorano, UNAN,

KUL,...) in exchange programs : volunteers get a first work experience at VECO MA

and help us out with specific tasks (feedback on business plans, support in

communication, etc…). They can receive funding
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Agri finance institutions: access to finance is often a crucial bottleneck for

farmers. We link farmers to finance institutions: Kampani, Root capital, etc...and

involve the institutions in strategic discussions. They are co-implementers and

strategic partners, they provide financing to chain actors. 

International Organizations, (I)NGOs, Development Actors and

bilateral institutions, such as FAO, UE, USAID, IICA, RUTA, HEIFER , LWR,

Helvetas, ICCO, HIVOS, Swisscontact, CAID, SNV, SOLIDARIDAD, UTZ, OXFAM,

Ayuda en Acción : we collaborate with organisations and actors that work on the

same themes/sectors:we look for complementary, we exchange knowledge and

collaborate on change agenda´s. Some of these actors are not only co-implementers

and strategic partners but also donors (Cosude, FAO). 

All other VECOs, colleagues in the network organisation, are partners as well.

VECOMA is taking up an active role in the network organization. We are

leading the cacao cluster, a collaboration between Veco Indonesia, Veco Andino

and VECOMA on cacao: this project aims to enhance learning, increase impact and

leverage our global fundraising capacities. The Regional Director of VECOMA is a

member of the Board of Directors of the temporary network organization. 

Learning initiatives and platforms: we are active participants in learning

alliances such as Alianza de Aprendizaje and Platforms such as the

Sustainable Food Lab.  As a member of the SFL, we get the opportunity  to

exchange experiences with other actors and get fresh insights and inspiration for

our work. As a member of ADA , we will continue to take up an active role in the

network, contribute to agenda setting and collaborate at strategic level in cacao and

(in)formal vegetable markets. We are in the process of becoming a member of the

SAFE platform (for coffee and cacao in Latin America)

http://www.alianzasdeaprendizaje.org
http://www.quantumsecure.com/safe-products/interoperability-and-automation/safe-platform-orchestration-integration/
http://www.sustainablefoodlab.org/
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Our qualified and professional staff is our most important resource. 

VECO MA currently enploys 13 people who all contribute  to the success of

VECO:

Program staff (5,5 FTE)

� Regional experts who specialise in certain crops and who focus on

regional coherence and sector change 

� local/national program officers who are value chain specialists with

strong business skills who focus on supporting farmer organisations

on organizational and business development in function of sector

change. 

Supporting staff (currently 2,5 FTE, future 4)

� We have a dedicated communication expert, M&E expert and will

attract a (part time) fundraising expert and knowledge management

expert (salary already covered by new grant) as of 2016. Up till 2018

we also count with an expert in “youth involvement”. A Regional

Director is coordinating the office and staff  and participates in the

network organization as a member of the board of directors. 

Key 
resources

39

7
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Administrative staff (5 FTE)

� Support for logistics (driver/cleaner), a secretary, regional

finance manager and an accountant

We intend to open an office in Guatemala in 2019 with one

staff member. 

Our competent staff is our strength. We have a low

turnover rate and want to keep that this way. In order to

maintain this key resource, we invest in capacity building,

international exchange and pay  above average salaries (75%

percentile on the birches benchmark salary scale; benchmark

of the NGO sector in Nicaragua). 

VECO MA believes in a decentralised leadership model

with a lot of autonomy for each staff member (based on

subsidiary principles). We strive to be a TEAL organization,

so staff feels motivated and energized. We take time for

strategic reflection and critical auto-evaluation, usually

during “semanas regionales” (3 times a year, a retreat of a

week for team building and  to improve our strategy and

impact (reflection, learning and strategizing with all team

members). Based on feedback of colleagues, the possibility

to co-decide and co-create is a major asset of VECO MA. 

http://www.reinventingorganizations.com/
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Our partnerships are another important key resource, as

explained in section 6. 

VECO MA invests in its office and communication

infrastructure. We work in a nice, luminous office and

have efficient communication equipment  that allows us to

have video conference meetings with other offices (biweekly

meetings with Honduras office). We use google apps for

work to co-create documents. We will develop an online

database for our M&E work that should be operational

by the end of 2016 (we have started first discussions on

design with a developper). 

Staff will be able to update the evolution of the pilot projects

live during each field visit, via tablets or smart phone

applications. The database should also serve as our

network database, serving fundraising and

communication purposes. Being able to capture and prove

our impact should become a key resource in the future (we

need to improve here still). Our brand is well known in the

region.



The figure above illustrates our income for the program 2014-

2016, as described above. In 2014-2016 we had many small

donors and secured 34% of co-funding. 

The figure above shows our projections for our income 2017-

2021. For 2017 the co-funding needs are as good as covered. As

of 2018, it are projections
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Public funding BE
Cities, provinces and towns

Public funding
BE (DGD)
Federal DGD

1%
Philanthropic BE
National lottery

1%

Philanthropic BE
ZUIDDAG

4% Philanthropic BE
ECOVEGETALES3%
Philanthropic BE
11.11.113%
Philanthropic BE
CLASSIC4%
Philanthropic Fdn NL
PROGRESO, KENOLI7%

Earned Revenue NGO
We Effect, HEIFER,
FAO, COSUDE

11%
66%

47%

Earned REV Private 
(SAFE platform)

Public funding 
BE (DGD)

13%

Public Funding 
Cosude

20%
Philanthropic 
(indiv. major donor,
sports event)

1%

Philantropic 
Funding Zuiddag

1%

Philanthropic  Fdn 
(Ford Foundation, 
Kenoli, Progresso)

15%

Earned Rev  NGOs 
(CRS, Heiffer)

3%

47%

Income 2014-16

8 Fundraising plan and 

cost structure 
Income 2017-21

8.616.728 EURO
1.7 million euro/year

4.011.234 EURO
1.3 million euro/year



In line with the fact that we broaden our scope, we will

increase our annual budget  (20%) and diversify our income

sources much more.  In the past we used to receive 80% of

our funding from DGD (Belgian government) and 20% from

co-financiers. 

For the new program we foresee a transition: we start of with

60% DGD funds in 2017 and want to end with 40% funding

received by DGD (in 2021). We have made up our 5 year

budget accordingly. we will be looking for fewer donnors and

bigger amounts.  
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Financial goals

Based on the recommendations of Griet Dehandschutter

(fundraising consultant), we have defined following non-

financial objectives to enhance our fundraising potential:

Leadership: ensure that every team member can and will

act as an ambassador for our program (equip them with

tools, foresee training)

Prospects, projects, partners: Engage a person

responsible for fundraising; establish a project portfolio;

ensure a good implementation and impact measurement of

current externally funded programs in order to be able to

leverage success for next funding round (Cosude in 2018,

Progreso in 2017); Keep updating our funders list; explore

partnerships for joint proposal writing. 

Communications:

� Develop fundraising communication (currently

absent)

� Use communications more as a strategic tool ( key

strategic messages in all external communication, use

web to update donors and potential funders, develop

e-blast for quick news...)

� Continue to invest in our photo database

Networking: less informal way of developing and using our

network starting with network mapping (2016); develop

social media stronger (Linkedin, twitter,...)

Infrastructure: develop a database.

Non Financial goals
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Veco’s salaries: salaries of director, financial and

supporting personnel

Staff´s functioning/activity  costs: interventions by

VECO to further our agenda of sector change: organization

of fora, publication of studies, collecting evidence from our

pilots, developing material for lobbying and advocacy,

organization of meetings and sector platforms, participation

in  and organization of meetings, participation in learning

events and trajectories,  travel costs etc...

Veco’s overhead: costs of hiring an office, guards,

telephone and electricity,fuel, maintenance of assets,

investments (laptops, car,...)

Partners for sectoral change agenda: money that is

spent to further our agenda of sector change via our strategic

partners: mainly direct transfers to partners (they spent the

money, based on a common agreed upon plan), includes also

cost of strategic advice of our staff.

Partners pilot intervention: money that is spent on our

pilots (concrete chain interventions with Farmer

Organizations): mainly direct transfers to partners (they

spent the money,based on a common agreed upon plan),

includes also cost of coaching, strategic advice and

backstopping by our staff. 

Cost structure 

Regional office & 
antenna costs

Total 5 years
EURO

VECO´S Salaries 919.122

Staff´s functioning /activity cost 736.285

VECO´S Overhead 712.208

Partners for sectorial change
agenda

2.890.986

Partners in pilot intervention 3.358.127

Total cost budget 2017-2021 8.616.728

Staff’s functioning
activity cost

8%

Partners for sectorial
change agenda

34%
Partners pilot
intervention

39%

VECO’S overhead
8%

VECO’S salaries
11%
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Metaphore to describe our

program
“The smartest person 

in the room 

is the room”

“If I had an hour to solve a problem

and my life depended upon the

solution, I would spend the first 55

minutes determining the proper

question to  ask; for once I know the

proper question, I could solve the

question in less than 5 minutes “ 

We invite the people, we open the door, we

put the table and the chairs and some food

(for thought). Overcoming fragmentation

and isolation in the system, is often the

first step to start changing the system.

Once you have many people from different

sectors in the room and if you can find a common

interest, a common vision towards which you can work,

solutions will start to emerge. VECO sees a role for itself in

opening doors,  in getting people around the table , looking

for the right questions and in  keeping an eye on the final

destination of the journey: a more sustainable and just

world.

9

DAVID WEINBERGER

ALBERT EINSTEIN



Strategic thinkig days with the whole team to decide 
on the building blocks of our new Program. Decisions 
are taken: 3 crops (vegetables, co�ee and cacao) 
and 3 countries (Nicaragua, Honduras and Guatemala).

Analysis of secondary information of the sectors.

Sessions with partners to analyze secondary 
information.

Start of 
construction 

of the new program

August  2015
TOCs of cacao and vegetables are constructed by the 
team

Bilateral consultations with stakeholders: 
the private sector, government, 
farmers and informal market actors.

September

September 

September

      

         
    

          
   

      

       
   

   
       

     

     

Meetings with private 
companies, producers, 
government and NGOs 
(CATIE, LWR, CRS) to 
analyse which aspects 
are crucial for the 
development of 
sustainable and 
competitive sectors. 
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10
Our process of

Planing



         
         
        
      

      

      

  
 

   

  
         

    
    

    

 

Exploratory visit to Costa Rica and Guatemala

Internal journey of re!ection and feedback on the TOCs 
of Vegetables, Co�ee and Cocoa.

October
Socialization  of the program to get feedback of critical 
friends and colleagues. 

Revision, translation, design and sending the pitch.

November

Reconstruction of the TOCs together with the 
stakeholders in multi-actor steting.

Strategic Learning Assessement: 
feedback of New Foresight on our current program.

October
Elaboration of the new program document

Process of building new Program 2017-2021.

October
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